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WELCOME TO 

SALE SHARKS 

"THE SQUAD ASPIRES 
TO BE A TOP-FOUR 
SIDE, AND NOW 
THEY HAVE THE 

PLAYING RESOURCES 

TO ACHIEVE THIS 
GOAL." 

Sale Sharks arrive at the 
Recreation Ground this 
afternoon knowing that they 
are going to have to win if they 
are to continue pressurising the 
Tigers at the top of the Zurich 
Premiership table. 

The Manchester side, who finished a 
disappointing tenth last term, are 
currently placed second in the table just 
two points behind reigning champions, 
Leicester Tigers and have been in excellent 

form so far this season. Few would have 
had the Manchester side down as being 
realistic challengers for European 
placings at the end of the season. 
However, after inflicting convincing 
victories over title hopefuls London 
Wasps and Newcastle Falcons already 
this season, a place in European rugby's 
biggest domestic competition seems a 
realistic goal for Jim Mallinder's side. 
Although a large reason for the Shark's 
success so far this season can be 
apportioned to some intelligent summer 
signings to bolster the pack, it is 
important not to overlook the fact that the 

talent. Charlie Hodgson, at 21, has been a 
revelation so far this season. The fly half 
burst onto the scene for the Sharks during 
the last campaign, eventually forcing 
Tongan international Niki Little out of the 
side. The exceptional youngster has 
matured this season outside captain 
Bryan Redpath into an exceptional 
running fly half, and will be key to the 
side's prospects this season. 
Hodgson's ability to be able to control 
games from fly half this season has been 
made easier by the strengthening of the 
Shark's forward pack. Last season, the 
club's major weakness was their inability 
to win quality ball from set-pieces, and 
games were lost because they were too 
often on the back foot. However, 
Mallinder has rectified this problem by 
making some key signings. Probably the 
biggest scoop for the Manchester side was 
the signing of the highly-rated prop 
Kevin Yates. A former Rec. favourite, 
Kevin has returned from a two-year stint 
with the Wellington Hurricanes. Kevin is 
a powerful scrummager who can also win 
ball in the loose and his performances to 
date suggest that a return to the England 
fold could be forthcoming. 
Italian veteran lock Mark Giacheri will 
ensure quality line out ball alongside 
Scotland international lain Fullerton, 
whilst flanker Alex Sanderson is one of 
the most respected flankers in the game. 
However the real stars of the side are the 
flyers Jason Robinson and Steve Hanley. 
Robinson, a Lion in Australia is one of 
the most exciting talents in the game 
and a lot of Sale's play is based around 
his incisive counter-attacking ability. 
Whilst Hanley, a prolific finisher is 
desperate to add to his single England 
cap won against Wales in 1999. 
The key for Sale will be whether they 
can maintain their winning momentum 
throughout what is going to be a long, 
tough season where injuries will disrupt 
squads. The squad aspires to be a top-
four side, and now they have the playing 
resources to achieve this goal. It is time 
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